Decreased activity in inferotemporal cortex during explicit memory: dissociating priming, novelty detection, and recognition.
Studies of non-human primates have shown that activity in inferotemporal (IT) brain regions decrease over repeated stimulus exposure, a phenomenon known as repetition suppression. In the present study, repetition suppression was examined during recognition of personally experienced events (explicit memory). Brain activity was measured while subjects encoded and subsequently recognized scenic pictures. First, two recognition conditions were compared; one that mainly included familiar pictures and one that mainly included novel pictures. Responses derived from this contrast may reflect recognition memory, perceptual priming, or novelty detection. To test specifically for responses associated with recognition memory, subjects encoded a new set of pictures followed by two recognition tests. All test pictures had been presented during the course of the experiment, and the subjects identified pictures that appeared in the second encoding list. Since all pictures were familiar, repetition suppression was specifically associated with recognition memory. In the first contrast, relative change in brain activity was observed in inferotemporal, extra-striate, and hippocampal regions during recognition of familiar versus novel pictures. In the second contrast, decreased activity in IT cortex was found. The location of this region overlapped with that for the region identified in the first contrast, and a conjunction analysis showed that reduced activity in left IT cortex was common to both contrasts. These results suggest that repetition suppression in IT cortex reflects recognition memory, and that such a response is not a simple function of stimulus repetition but can be modulated by top-down processing.